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Pro...

It's the same old story. Everyone cries for revision, but when the chance to do something to help solve the problem, the cries turn into screams of bloody murder.

Such is the case with the new designated parking zone regulations introduced to students at registration last year.

Before anyone now is asked to try to understand the reasoning behind the permit change, they should study and fully understand the administration building and Associated Student's liner of comments.

Only last day in the day was flooded with opinion pieces and letters to the editor which pronounced the policy unfair and unpopular.

Granted, there are a number of inconveniences posed by the plan. True, it is unfair to those who, in registration times were closed out of favorite parking areas.

But, let's face it, the entire registration system seems to be the illogical. At least there's comfort in knowing everyone gets their turn at the bottom.

Another unfortunate and perhaps least acceptable aspect of the plan was that permits weren't issued at.

It doesn't really matter who was to blame for this blunder, just as long as it is recognized by everyone in a minute.

With those gripes acknowledged, it's time to get down to understanding why the plan was实行.

First, the designated parking plan was not thought of as a complete solution to urban commuting students. The plan was a part of the 16th campus master plan, and it's been making headlines ever since.

The plan was designed to minimize cross-campus traffic and intra-campus parking.

Administration has always been aware that many dorm problems associated to this.

There has been one area behind the dorms to which students were invisible.

Exclusive parking is in the past also posed problems for commuters by leaving cars behind the dorms.

By prohibiting dorm drivers from parking spaces behind the dorms, 200 spaces were opened for commuters.

Note: Commuters gained spaces by this move.

As even greater number of spaces opened dorm drivers were by now there who could buy 200 daily permits to parking lots to the "C" zone.

In the end, the commuters came out on top.

Those looking for the perfect solution to parking problems have long been for—from the knees to the zones.

As long as the campaign continues, students interested in listening to campus instead of walking, riding bikes, taking-buses or car pooling, no power will ever be found.

Author: J. N. Borzelli is a senior in journalism and Mustang Daily news editor.

Letters policy

 Mustang Daily welcomes letters expressing all viewpoints. Letters must be signed with full names and may be edited or excerpted to reflect Daily policy. Type letters to the editor by 2:30 p.m. Monday. Daily photo by Dennis Hurley.

Con...

Returning Poly students had a bit of a surprise in store at registration—the discovery that parking lots are now being auctioned off. If you have a parking permit now, you new given a specific parking lot to use. This is ridiculous, and it is a credit to the administration's stupidity that they continue this policy during the summer when most riders were away and didn't know what was going on.

Had they tried to insult such a plan during the school year, the administration would have never succumbed because of the anger that would have arisen.

What this all means is that a student who has a 7:45 class but is assigned parking is in G-3 must park on Grand Avenue and either never missed the eye of any storm between his car and his classes—only assigned classes with no one who may not get parking spots until noon.

It is clear that this new parking policy is unfair and ridiculous. What is a policy that is supposed to favor students to park in the same place every day? Students' schedules and their parking needs vary from day to day, and I say, if it's from one, first service. Those who are willing to give up early are some to school deserve to have the sleepy parking spots.

Any student who pays the parking fee should be buying the right to park where he or she wants, not have his or her life dictated. If parking were free, it would be reasonable to accept an assigned parking lot.

The parking situation at Poly has always been poor. But now it has sunk to a new low. We need more parking facilities or fewer parking permits, not regulations of parking facilities.

Author: Kevin Rasteg, associate editor at ROCHU to a junior in journalism.

Observation...

"Yes!!!" "Want to buy a 'C' sticker?" "Only $1.50." Parking is perhaps the only profit to be made from the new Cal Poly parking policy. That and a lot of extra if no spaces can be found. Many students are at the back of these new parking policies and what do they accomplish? They are now spending money for spaces that are not there.

"I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate one highly brilliant administrations for the fantastic attempt (7) at solving Cal Poly parking problems. In a swift stroke, this program of genius has around a large segment of the student body twice. These unfortunate students who must register after 1:45 on the second day not only pay a large amount of money, but lose the teachers on parking. Remember the last time you registered at 4:00 on the second day? Remember getting to the campus about to watch the parking? How do you then? You line up at 7:00 a.m. and spend most morning walking? At least you had an equal shot at finding parking places.

Let us look on the bright side. We eliminated that unfair first come, best parking space system. It's must better to make you have early for school because your parking permit says you must park in a red zone and your first class is in B4 & B.

Yes, I must hand it to you, wherever you are. Let me know where you want it quickly, my dumb truck is parked in a red zone.
New parking policy sends students to the 'O' zone

by J.N. BBANT Daily News Editor

San Luis Obispo, CA - A new parking policy sends students to the 'O' zone, the quarter oroply be ended previously by administration groups.

The university's goal is to eliminate the parking conflict and provide new parking permits for students living off-campus. The administration has determined that there is no additional parking space available on campus.

Parking permits for those zones are now available to those students living off-campus. The same space that was previously designated as "O" zones has been re-designated as new parking areas. These parking areas are now known as "O" zones and will be available to those students living off-campus.

Parking permits for these zones are now sold only to those students living off-campus. The same space that was previously designated as "O" zones has been re-designated as new parking areas. These parking areas are now known as "O" zones and will be available to those students living off-campus.

Three parking lots, which have been labeled as overflow parking areas, have opened recently. These lots are located in the rear of the campus near the administration buildings. In addition to providing more convenient parking spaces, these lots have also been added as part of the new parking permit for O zones.

The five designated parking lots are "O," located behind the dorms and parking in front of Yountville Hall, the student government building. Dorm residents are now allowed to park only in "O" and "C" zones. Dorm residents are not allowed to purchase any other parking permits.
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Students earn honors for animals

Cal Poly students emerged from rice and beef competition at the Los Angeles County Fair this month in their usual manner—as winners.

Randy Craven, a sophomore in Animal Science, exhibited the beef chosen Reserve Grand Champion Beef steer at the fairgrounds in Pomona. The Angus Charolais cross, weighing 1,600 pounds, was sold for $1,250 per pound to Ollie Cottrell and Millie of El Monte.

The Reserve Grand Champion Pig designation went to a swine exhibited by sophomore Animal Science major Margaret Truesbe. The Hampshire gilt, weighing 213 pounds, was sold for $2 per pound to Palmer John.

Animal Science major Mike Hall won the Earl's share of Poly's awards, taking four first place honors in market beef. Hall's winning breeds were Angus-Charolais Cross, Hereford, Charolais Cross, English Cross, and Exotic Cross.

According to Hall, Poly's good performance was to be expected. "Poly is definitely considered a powerhouse in this area of competition," said Hall. "We're the school that's always looked up to." Poly's delegation of 21 students was the largest at the fair, which runs through Oct. 15.

Other Poly winners included Rex Howard, Jr., second place for a Crossbred sheep; Dan Chacchao, second place for a Suffolk Cross lamb and for a Hampshire Cross which was reserve champion; and Myra Arnold had a second place English breed, reserve champion for exotic breeds, and Michael Bradley placed second with Yorkshire, rival and Hampshire reserve.

Rex Hollander has a second place Chi Cross steer; Joan Lewinsky, second place Shorthorn Cross beef and reserve champion for exotic cattle; and Mike John, first and second place for a Suffolk Cross sheep.

"We're the school that's placed second with Yorkahlre place Crossbreed in all the years we've been looking up to," twins and Hampshire winners. "Always JudgedThrough.
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The Poly Plant Shop
BACK TO SCHOOL PLANT SALE
Saturday, October 1st
9am to 5pm

1 gal. plants $1.49
5 gal. plants $3.00
Indoor plants
Student enterprise projects
Numerous 1gal. specials $1.00
Spikes ($5.00 each) $4.00
Garden mums (lots of full colors) $1.00

Located past the Campus Produce Store... the Farm Shop... and the Beef Unit, at the top of the hill.

Check into Bank of America.
Our College Plan is made for students.

Let's begin at the beginning.

The first thing every student needs is a no-charge checking account. And in that category, our College Plan® Checking Account is pretty tough to beat.

For just $1 a month for the nine-month school year, you get unlimited checking, with no minimum balance required. There's no service charge at all for June, July, August, or for any month you may have at least a $200 minimum balance. You get our Timesaver® Statement every month. And your account stays open through the summer, even with a zero balance, saving you the trouble of having to close it at the end of the school year, and re-open it in the fall. Complimentary personalized regular checks are available, or premium checks may be purchased.

To shed a little more light on the subject, all our branches also offer an array of free Consumer Information Reports, including "A Guide to Checking and Checking" which explains what you need to know about checking and depositing checks, holds and stop-payment procedures.

Now, that's not all the bank you'll ever need. And it's certainly not all the bank we offer. But it does make for a good start.

We also offer many other banking services you might find useful, both in school and after. So why not check in with us. You may never have to check anywhere else.

Check into Bank of America. Our College Plan is made for students.
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Poly enrollment jumps

by TONY TRANPA

Daily Trojan Editor

Although Cal Poly's enrollment figure is still under the administration's fall full-time equivalent student limit, total enrollment figures shot up more than 400 students this fall, Gerald Holley, registrar, reported yesterday.

Total enrollment for this fall quarter, according to Holley, is 15,569. This is in contrast to last fall's figure of 15,130, an increase of 439 students.

New undergraduate enrollment this fall is 3,115, according to Holley.

As for the total increase, sources have reported that the university had overstated its estimated enrollment by more than 370—and additional funding would be needed to cover the overstatement.

The sources said Cal Poly Prov. Robert Kennedy is attempting to secure additional monies to support the university's oversight. Holley said he was unable to comment on these reports.

Late registering commuter students felt the fall was a disaster-wary. As Curtis put it, When it comes your turn to be last, you're last, and it's big.

Landretz sympathized with the late-comers, but he reminded the students of the new registration time system at Poly which he believes will equalize the disadvantage.

The advantages the new system was designed to bring were also explained in detail by Landretz.

Ideally, once students and faculty members get used to the new plan, they will find it beneficial to drive on campus by means of the road nearest their designated parking zone. For example, those in zone C permits are expected to continue to use the C parking lot on the corner of Monterey Road and Monterey Road, as well as the Highland Drive entrance.

By doing this, the cross campus traffic along Monterey Road will be cut substantially. This new reduction would result in less waiting time, and prevent auto accidents, said Landretz.

Because only handshapped are permitted to park in more than one zone near the inner core, it will be less desirable for permit holders to move their cars from one spot to another for convenience sake.

Although the administration has known for a long time that many dorm residents drive their cars to class instead of walking, this measure eliminates the anxiety of driving behind the dorms is left vacant while those in reserved spots are filled.

An estimated 200 to 250 choice parking spots are expended to open by restricting dorm cars from parking elsewhere on campus, Landretz said.

Faculty members have also been known, Landretz said, to drive on campus to lunch to Vista Grande. Again, the new system tries to meet the university's needs.

Honey said Cal Poly was allowed two years from completion methods. No other major changes were made for this past registration. Holley spoke of possibilities of future changes, but was not specific.

Parking policy explained

PARKING PERMIT! FOR "C" AREA (991 ORTHEN) ADD OUT BY ON demanded first day of registration. 2,966 campus residents were slammed with the parking permit fee of $35.

Parking permits for "C" and "D" areas (358 of them) sold out by 9 a.m. Friday morning, the second day of registration. Like "F" zone stickers were gone by 11 a.m. Thursday, which left commuters with only the General "G" zone (which had 377 openings left after registration) and the new-looked upon "E" zone.

by JOSEPH DIAZ

Associate Editor

Full-time student enrollment at Cal Poly this fall is 14,432, according to Gerald Holley, registrar. This is an increase of 148 students under the administration's self-imposed limit of 14,284.

Designs did say the figure was 370 students higher than they were hoping for last fall. We went on to say that the budget is not based on full students alone, but rather on an average of all three quarters.

Although the budget was not based on fall enrollment, but ran on an average of all three quarters, Holley said it was "reasonably sure" that the present figure will average out near 14,350 easily within the state limit.

Tom Denison, director of institutional research, said yesterday the FTE enrollment is presently 14,463, under the administration's self-imposed limit of 14,500.

Tom Denison, director of institutional research, said yesterday the administration's fall full-time equivalent student limit, total enrollment figures shot up more than 400 students this fall, Gerald Holley, registrar, reported yesterday.

As for the total increase, sources have reported that the university had overstated its estimated enrollment by more than 370—and additional funding would be needed to cover the overstatement. But he also said he is "reasonably sure" that the present 14,622 FTE figure will average out near 14,350 easily within the state limit.
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Welcome Back Poly

INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO CAL POLY STUDENTS ONLY! THIS OFFER ENDS SUNDAY, OCT. 3, 6:00 P.M.

Take 10% Off
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Before salesgirl rings up sale, simply present this ad, your registration receipt or A.S.I. card and you'll receive 10% off your purchase!
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Poly enrollment jumps

by TONY TRANPA

Daily Trojan Editor

Although Cal Poly's enrollment figure is still under the administration's fall full-time equivalent student limit, total enrollment figures shot up more than 400 students this fall, Gerald Holley, registrar, reported yesterday.

Total enrollment for this fall quarter, according to Holley, is 15,569. This is in contrast to last fall's figure of 15,130, an increase of 439 students.

New undergraduate enrollment this fall is 3,115, according to Holley.

As for the total increase, sources have reported that the university had overstated its estimated enrollment by more than 370—and additional funding would be needed to cover the overstatement. But he also said he is "reasonably sure" that the present 14,622 FTE figure will average out near 14,350 easily within the state limit.

Tom Denison, director of institutional research, said yesterday the FTE enrollment is presently 14,463, under the administration's self-imposed limit of 14,500.

Designs did say the figure was 370 students higher than they were hoping for last fall. We went on to say that the budget is not based on full students alone, but rather on an average of all three quarters.

Although the budget was not based on fall enrollment, but ran on an average of all three quarters, Holley said it was "reasonably sure" that the present figure will average out near 14,350 easily within the state limit.

Tom Denison, director of institutional research, said yesterday the administration's fall full-time equivalent student limit, total enrollment figures shot up more than 400 students this fall, Gerald Holley, registrar, reported yesterday.

As for the total increase, sources have reported that the university had overstated its estimated enrollment by more than 370—and additional funding would be needed to cover the overstatement. But he also said he is "reasonably sure" that the present 14,622 FTE figure will average out near 14,350 easily within the state limit.

A special report about the enrollment policies and procedures was made for this past registration. Holley spoke of possibilities of future changes, but was not specific.

Parking policy explained

Parking permits for "C" and "D" areas (358 of them) sold out by 9 a.m. Friday morning, the second day of registration. Like "F" zone stickers were gone by 11 a.m. Thursday, which left commuters with only the General "G" zone (which had 377 openings left after registration) and the new-looked upon "E" zone.

Late registering commuter students felt the fall was a disaster-wary. As Curtis put it, When it comes your turn to be last, you're last, and it's big.

Landretz sympathized with the late-comers, but he reminded the students of the new registration time system at Poly which he believes will equalize the disadvantage.

The advantages the new system was designed to bring were also explained in detail by Landretz.

Ideally, once students and faculty members get used to the new plan, they will find it beneficial to drive on campus by means of the road nearest their designated parking zone. For example, those in zone C permits are expected to continue to use the C parking lot on the corner of Monterey Road and Monterey Road, as well as the Highland Drive entrance.

By doing this, the cross campus traffic along Monterey Road will be cut substantially. This new reduction would result in less waiting time, and prevent auto accidents, said Landretz.

Because only handshapped are permitted to park in more than one zone near the inner core, it will be less desirable for permit holders to move their cars from one spot to another for convenience sake.

Although the administration has known for a long time that many dorm residents drive their cars to class instead of walking, this measure eliminates the anxiety of driving behind the dorms is left vacant while those in reserved spots are filled.

An estimated 200 to 250 choice parking spots are expended to open by restricting dorm cars from parking elsewhere on campus, Landretz said.

Faculty members have also been known, Landretz said, to drive on campus to lunch to Vista Grande. Again, the new system tries to meet the university's needs.

Honey said Cal Poly was allowed two years from completion methods. No other major changes were made for this past registration. Holley spoke of possibilities of future changes, but was not specific.
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Although the administration has known for a long time that many dorm residents drive their cars to class instead of walking, this measure eliminates the anxiety of driving behind the dorms is left vacant while those in reserved spots are filled.

An estimated 200 to 250 choice parking spots are expended to open by restricting dorm cars from parking elsewhere on campus, Landretz said.

Faculty members have also been known, Landretz said, to drive on campus to lunch to Vista Grande. Again, the new system tries to meet the university's needs.

Honey said Cal Poly was allowed two years from completion methods. No other major changes were made for this past registration. Holley spoke of possibilities of future changes, but was not specific.
FROM THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Ray Guy gives the Oakland Raiders a big up on the rest of pro football, says Coach Dan Shaughnessy of the Pittsburgh Steelers.

"Ray Guy's punting and kicking skills are probably the best in the league," Shaughnessy said Monday in appraising the skills of the Raiders' All-Pro specialist in Oakland's 16-7 victory over Pittsburgh.

"He is unquestionably the best in the league," Shaughnessy added. "I don't know that there is a drop in skill behind him in the league.

Guy and the Raiders took a 9-0 lead in the second-quarter field goals by Errol Mann, and the up-and-down Guy followed each with an unassailable kickoff into the Staler end zone.

Guy also averaged 42.6 yards on eight field kicks, long of 59, which was not put into play. A 40-yarder was deflected by a 17-yard punt returner and out of bounds at the Pittsburgh 17.

Ray Guy kicked the only two extra points of the day. Though they were returned for a total of only 33 yards, they were the first, from Guy's kick that they were returnable at all.

He was asked if the Raiders are in an equal-play category after their hand dominance over Pittsburgh.

"Are you suggesting that they are like the Yankee and ship in the National League?" Ray Guy asked.

"Then he smiled and said, "I'll take Ray Guy.""
Browns settle for field goal in Patriot defeat

By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
Cleveland Browns Coach Forrest Gregg wanted nothing more than to see his team win Saturday, but the Browns were forced to settle for a field goal in the fourth overtime period to tie the game with the New England Patriots, 24-24.

Gregg, who was named AP Coach of the Year last season, had high hopes for his team heading into the game. He knew the Browns needed a strong performance to come out on top.

The Browns started slowly, but began to gain traction in the second quarter. Quarterback Brian Sipe, who had a nose injury earlier in the season, continued to make big plays and guide the Browns to their first touchdown.

The Patriots, however, refused to give up and scored a field goal to tie the game. The Browns came back with another touchdown, only to have the Patriots answer with a field goal to keep the game tied.

In the third overtime, the Browns scored another touchdown, but the Patriots answered with a field goal to tie the game once again.

With the game now in the fourth overtime, the Browns once again scored a touchdown. The Patriots also scored a touchdown, but the Browns were able to convert on the extra point to win the game, 35-34.

The victory was a huge boost for the Browns, who have struggled in recent weeks. With the win, they move to 5-2 on the season and keep their playoff hopes alive.

The Browns will look to continue their winning streak when they take on the Buffalo Bills next weekend.
RAs: Supercops to be challenged

Cal Poly boasts more on-campus housing accommodations than any other university in the CSUC system. The room is occupied by students involved in the Housing Office staff consisting of seven hall residents and 37 on-campus supervisors.

Many dorm residents view their resident advisor (RA) as their hall owner—a figure to be respected and revered.

True, the RA is hired to enforce dorm policies and rules, but this is not an excuse for his major role, according to Assistant Director of Housing, Barbara Andre.

The RA’s job, she said, is to encourage community development within the residence hall by promoting a “community environment where students can experience personal freedom as well as the fun of group living. I don’t think they’re to play supercop.”

Andre has been associate director for three and one-half years. She is responsible for the recruitment, selection, training, and termination of the RAs. Due to role redistribution within the Housing Office, this is the first year she has had to bear these specific duties.

Andre said that, when selecting new RAs, she looks for people who are emotional maturity, leadership, personality, experience (e.g., intramural and community service) and a commitment to residence hall life. She tries to avoid balanced staff.

NEWSCOPE

Child care

The City of Pismo Beach is offering child care for Cal Poly students at the Beesby-Woodenden Club in United Methodist Church on Westward St., Shell Beach. Parents may bring their children, ages three to five, to the club on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., to the club on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Raquetball club

The Cal Poly Raquetball Club is holding its first meeting of the year this Sunday at 5:30 p.m. The club is open to all students.

As RA is trained to serve under five capacities, or “role models,” and Andre they are the roles of counselor, liaison (involves police-enforcement), administrative manager (dealing with paperwork, group facilitator (coordinating hall activities) and referral agent. It is in weekly staff meetings where they are taught how to perform these roles. There is also a program when RA’s can share experiences and ex press grievances to Andre.
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Welcome to our new members!

We are pleased to welcome our new members to the Morro Bay Camera Club! We're excited to see what they'll bring to our community and learn from their experiences.

New members can expect to receive updates on upcoming events, workshops, and classes through our newsletter. They will also have access to our Facebook group for discussions and networking.

If you're interested in joining, please visit our website or contact us for more information. We look forward to seeing you soon!